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Description
Since the outbreak of the 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19), the role 

of physiotherapy for patients with COVID-19 infection has been highlighted 
by various international guidelines. Despite that, clinical information regarding 
the rehabilitation of patients with COVID-19 infection remains limited. In this 
case series, we provide a novel insight into the physiotherapy management 
in patients infected with COVID-19 in Singapore. The main findings are: (1) 
Respiratory physiotherapy interventions were not indicated in the majority 
of the patients with COVID-19 in this case series; (2) During rehabilitation, 
exertional or position-related desaturation is a common feature observed in 
critically ill patients with COVID-19 infection locally. This clinical phenomenon 
of exertional or positional-related desaturation has significantly slowed down 
the progression of rehabilitation in our patients. As such, it can potentially 
result in a significant burden on healthcare resources to provide rehabilitation 
to these patients. Based on these findings, we have highlighted several 
recommendations for the provision of rehabilitation in patients who are critically 
ill with COVID-19.

The 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has essentially 
influenced the arrangement of clinical administrations around the world. For 
this situation arrangement, we depict the restoration course of patients with 
COVID-19 and offer subtleties of the physiotherapy intercessions gave at our 
inside. 

We reflectively inspected all inpatient physiotherapy referrals of patients 
with COVID-19 admitted to the National Center of Infectious Diseases (NCID) 
between 23rd January 2020 and twentieth March 2020. The NCID is a 330-
had relations with reason assembled office, which incorporates 38 emergency 
unit beds. As of twentieth March 2020, 352 of 432 instances of COVID-19 in 
Singapore were admitted to NCID, of which 18 (5.11%) required ICU care. 

Although the specific pathophysiology stays hazy, it is theorized to be 
related with serious ventilation/perfusion befuddle (likely overwhelmingly 
expanded intrapulmonary shunt) particularly in extreme COVID-19. Exertional-
related desaturation has been recently depicted in certain patient’s post-ARDS 
and overcomers of extreme intense respiratory condition (SARS).

Thinking about this wonder, different techniques were utilized. Treatment 
meetings were composed into little stretch meetings with numerous rest 
breaks in the middle of activity sets. Stretch preparing was endorsed in the 

underlying phases of the restoration before progressively advancing to nonstop 
preparing, as the patients couldn't endure ceaseless high-impact works out. A 
stepwise methodology was likewise used to advance activation from sitting 
over the edge to standing and to sit up. During preparation, the ventilator 
settings were titrated, and extra strengthening oxygen was given whenever 
required. Indispensable signs were persistently observed for all meetings to 
guarantee the location of changes in oxygenation. In the event that noteworthy 
desaturation were seen notwithstanding the above methodologies, patients 
were come back to prostrate situating to rest with valuable oxygen. This 
wonder has extraordinarily hindered the movement of recovery, particularly 
during the underlying stages. Further, this might bring about a colossal weight 
on human services assets to give recovery to these patients. Accordingly, we 
ought to consider: 

• Early location and acknowledgment of this marvel to abstain from raising 
pointless cautions and forestall antagonistic occasions by nonstop 
checking; 

• A custom-made recovery approach as per understanding resilience; 

• A drawn out length of restoration course might be normal particularly for 
patients who were seriously sick because of COVID-19 disease; 

• Remedy of home exercise program to target diminished exercise 
resistance following medical clinic release. The chance of a subsequent 
survey by means of tele-rehabilitation ought to be investigated; 

• Further examinations to research the drawn out effect of COVID-19 on 
respiratory and physical capacity. 

There are a few constraints to our discoveries. Right off the bat, this 
finding depends on a solitary community in Singapore. Taking into account 
that NCID is the biggest focus in Singapore and comparable socioeconomics 
(transcendence of old male patients) saw in different nations, our finding is 
likely delegate of the people with COVID-19 contamination. Be that as it may, 
the requirement for respiratory physiotherapy mediation may contrast because 
of local contrasts in tolerant profiles, commonness of co-sullen illnesses and 
physiotherapy rehearses.
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